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Abstract
In daily life, we often need to inhibit a certain behavior or thought; however, sometimes we need to remove inhibition (dein-
hibition). Numerous studies have examined inhibition control, but it is unclear how deinhibition functions. In Experiment 
1, we adopted a modified stop-signal task in which participants were instructed to immediately stop the prepared response 
to a stimulus appended by an accidental signal. The results showed that when the preceding trial was a stop-signal trial and 
participants successfully inhibited the action to the stimulus, the reaction time (RT) for the repeated stimuli in the current 
trial was significantly longer than that of the switched stimuli, reflecting the cost of deinhibition. Deinhibition ability is cor-
related with inhibitory control and cognitive flexibility. In Experiment 2, we manipulated stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) 
between presentation of the stimuli and the stopping signals to exclude the interference of the signal preparation effect on 
the deinhibition cost. These findings suggest that an individual’s deinhibition ability, as a previously ignored subcomponent 
of cognitive control, may play an important role in human adaptive behavior.
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Introduction

Cognitive control, also known as executive function, enables 
us to focus on goal-directed behavior in the face of conflicting 
events or stimuli, allowing us to flexibly adapt to changing 
tasks (Y. Chen et al., 2019; Diamond, 2013; Friedman et al., 
2006; Hsu & Jaeggi, 2013; Miyake et al., 2000) and help us to 
focus on and effectively complete the task at hand in a com-
plex environment (Ferguson et al., 2021). It is widely accepted 
that cognitive control consists of three subcomponents: shift-
ing between tasks or mental sets, updating and monitoring 
of working memory, and inhibition of prepotent responses 
or interference information (Hendricks & Buchanan, 2016; 
Miyake et al., 2000; Quigley et al., 2020). Miyake et al. 
(2000), who examined individual differences in cognitive con-
trol, demonstrated that the three subcomponents of cognitive 
control are separable but also work together to maintain the 
functioning of cognitive control. However, as emphasized by 
Miyake et al. (2000), the aftereffects of inhibition, such as 
backward inhibition (BI), were not included in their study.

In the BI experiment, participants switched between 
three different tasks (e.g., Task A, B, and C). When switch-
ing from Task A to Task B, the preceding Task A would 
be inhibited, and if the next trial was Task A, which was 
previously inhibited (A→B→A), the previous inhibition 
would need to be overcome, resulting in worse performance 
(Arbuthnott & Frank, 2000; Mayr & Keele, 2000). The dif-
ference in RT between CBA and ABA was defined as the BI 
effect. The size of the BI effect reflects the extent to which 
previous inhibition is overcome. In the current study, we 
focused on the process of overcoming residual inhibition 
caused in the preceding trial, which is related to the “inhibi-
tion” and “shifting” subcomponents of cognitive control.

Inhibitory control is the ability to inhibit a dominant 
automatic response when necessary (Aron, 2007; Miyake 
et al., 2000; Mostofsky & Simmonds, 2008; Verbruggen 
& Logan, 2009a). This is of great importance to human 
adaptive behavior and health (Cai et al., 2021; Sahib et al., 
2020; Venables et al., 2018). People with higher inhibitory 
control have a higher ability to control emotions and have 
good interpersonal communication (Van den Bussche et al., 
2020). Inhibitory control includes the inhibition of atten-
tion and response (or action). Attention inhibitory control 
is interference control at the perceptual level, allowing us to 
selectively focus on what we choose and inhibit attention to 
other stimuli (Barras & Kerzel, 2016; Folk et al., 1992; Folk 
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& Remington, 2008; Lien et al., 2008; Lien et al., 2010). 
Response inhibition refers to the ability to inhibit inappropri-
ate behaviors or responses that do not meet current needs. In 
the laboratory, stop-signal, Simon, and go/no-go tasks are 
often used in research on response inhibition (Brand et al., 
2019; Peterson et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2020; Sylvester 
et al., 2003; Wegmann et al., 2020). For example, in the 
stop-signal task, go stimuli (e.g., a white colored letter ) 
are presented in the most of trials. However, in a few trials, 
when the participant is about to respond, a stop signal (e.g., 
a sound or a change in the stimulus color) appears, indicat-
ing that no response should be made. When a stop signal 
appears, participants must immediately inhibit the impend-
ing reaction (Band et al., 2003; Band & van Boxtel, 1999; 
Lee & Kang, 2020; Logan, 1994; Logan & Cowan, 1984; 
Verbruggen & Logan, 2008a).

In most tasks involving inhibitory control, such as go/
no-go and stop-signal tasks, participants must shift flexibly 
between different types of trials (e.g., from a no-go trial 
to a go trial). Cognitive flexibility in shifting is a critical 
aspect of cognitive control (Norman & Shallice, 1986). Flex-
ible shifting between multiple tasks enables individuals to 
free themselves from previous tasks and begin new tasks 
quickly and effectively (Grange & Houghton, 2014; Kiesel 
et al., 2010; Monsell, 2003; Tona et al., 2020; Vandieren-
donck et al., 2010). Higher flexibility beneficially affects 
various aspects of human behavior, such as speech and 
reading skills in childhood (Cartwright et al., 2017; Cart-
wright et al., 2019; Cartwright et al., 2020), resilience in 
coping with stressful events (Genet & Siemer, 2011), level 
of creativity (C. Q. Chen et al., 2014), and mental health 
in older adults (Davis et al., 2010). Researchers typically 
measure cognitive flexibility using the task-switching para-
digm, in which participants are prompted to switch between 
two tasks (Monsell, 2003; Tona et al., 2020). In the process 
of task switching, switch costs indexed by longer RT and 
higher error rates for task-switching trials than for task-
repeat trials can be observed (Philipp & Koch, 2005; von 
Bastian & Druey, 2017). In the present study, we used the 
task-switching paradigm and stop-signal task to examine the 
relationship between individuals’ cognitive flexibility and 
their ability to overcome inhibition.

Overcoming inhibition is also referred to as deinhibition 
(J. Chen et al., 2022). This term is borrowed from biophysi-
cal literature, where it refers to the removal of cholinesterase 
production, thereby activating acetylcholine and then allow-
ing impulses to be transmitted across synapses (Emmelin 
& Muren, 1950). When an inhibitory process occurs in a 
trial or event of a given task, it may last for a long time and 
affect subsequent tasks, regardless of whether it is explicit 
response inhibition or implicit attentional inhibition (Schuch 
& Koch, 2003; Verbruggen, Liefooghe, Szmalec, & Vand-
ierendonck, 2005a). Once the subsequent task requires the 

reactivation of information related to the previously inhib-
ited task, the previous inhibition needs to be removed.

Several related studies indicate that deinhibition, such as 
BI, is conceptually related to, but different from, inhibition 
evaluated using stop signal tasks or Stroop tasks (Dreher & 
Berman, 2002; Miyake et al., 2000; Sdoia et al., 2020). First, 
as deinhibition is a cognitive process that follows inhibition, 
the two processes occur at entirely different points in time. 
Second, inhibition mainly entails inhibiting interference 
from irrelevant factors and avoiding inappropriate behav-
iors, whereas deinhibition entails removing or overcoming 
residual inhibition to better respond to the previously inhib-
ited stimulus or event.

Some researchers have termed deinhibition sequential 
cognitive flexibility. However, substantial evidence sug-
gests that the deinhibition process has neural underpinnings 
different from those of cognitive flexibility. For example, 
Whitmer and Banich (2012) divided participants into high 
and low groups based on the size of BI effect and analyzed 
their brain activation under task-switching conditions. The 
results showed that brain activation related to deinhibition 
differed from that related to cognitive flexibility. Similarly, 
some ERP studies have shown that cognitive flexibility in 
task switching is mainly reflected in a late positive wave 
(400–600 ms), whereas deinhibition is reflected in the early 
components such as N1/P1 (Giller et al., 2019; Giller et al., 
2020; Giller & Beste, 2019).

Recently, a few studies addressed the deinhibition pro-
cess using various BI paradigms (Dreher & Berman, 2002; 
Giller et al., 2019; Mayr & Keele, 2000; Scheil & Klein-
sorge, 2019; Sdoia et al., 2020). For example, Scheil and 
Kleinsorge (2022) asked participants to determine the size, 
shape, and color of stimuli. These three tasks were denoted 
as A, B, and C. A stop signal was likely (50%) to occur 100 
ms after the stimulus presentation in Task A, rather than in 
the other two tasks, B and C. Moreover, when trial N − 2 
was Task A, the RT of the ABA sequence was significantly 
longer than that of CBA, regardless of whether participants 
responded to Task A at trial N − 2. This result suggests that 
the no-go signal not only triggers the inhibition of task-spe-
cific responses but also facilitates the inhibition of task sets 
(Regev & Meiran, 2016, 2017). Moreover, the probability 
of inhibiting the response to Task A results in the observa-
tion that the standard condition (i.e., the go tasks) yields 
either no costs or slight N − 2 repetition benefits (Scheil 
& Kleinsorge, 2022). The reversal of the N − 2 repetition 
cost is mainly attributable to the presence of no-go-related 
tasks in the base condition (e.g., ACB). Whether Task A is 
located in trial N − 2 or N − 1, it induces a global inhibi-
tion of response, which consequently affects the other two 
subsequent tasks, resulting in a slower response in these 
sequences and ultimately generating a slight reversal of the 
N − 2 repetition cost. Studies on motor imagery have also 
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observed global inhibition (Bart et al., 2021). We assumed 
that both the effect of inhibiting a specific task and global 
inhibition in the existing studies can be explained in terms 
of deinhibition. In other words, when Task A in trials N − 2 
or N − 1 is required to be actually or imaginatively inhib-
ited, the subsequent reactivation of either Task A or other 
tasks (e.g., B and C) requires the previous inhibition to be 
released. The longer reaction time required to release this 
inhibition is the cost of deinhibition (Table 1).

Deinhibition always occurs in daily life. For instance, we 
are often asked to explicitly stop (inhibit) a certain behavior 
and then repeat the recently inhibited behavior. For example, 
when we drive and see a red light, we step on the brake and 
stop for a short time, and then we need to release the brake 
and move on when the red light turns green. In the work-
place, we may inhibit a warm and friendly attitude toward 
a colleague because of certain unhappy events, but after a 
period of time, we may remove the inhibition and cease our 
hostility, showing friendly cooperation with them in some 
emergent situations. How can we examine the ability to over-
come explicit inhibition in the laboratory and analyze indi-
vidual differences in deinhibition? How is the deinhibition 
ability related to inhibitory control and cognitive flexibility?

To answer the above questions, we combined the clas-
sic stop-signal task with a stimulus-switching paradigm. It 
was expected that after successful inhibition of the prepared 
response to a specific stimulus (e.g., letter X) in trial N − 1, 
there would be a cost of deinhibition when responding to 
the same stimulus again in the current trial; that is, the RT 
and error rate of the response under the stimulus-repeat 
condition would be larger than under the stimulus-switch 
condition. As deinhibition is conceptually and functionally 
related to “inhibition,” we also predicted that participants’ 
deinhibition ability might be correlated to inhibitory con-
trol; that is, an individual with a stronger deinhibition ability 
might have a higher ability of inhibitory control. In addition, 
deinhibition has been suggested to reflect another type of 
cognitive flexibility (Giller et al., 2019; Giller et al., 2020; 
Giller & Beste, 2019; Wolff et al., 2018): the ability to flex-
ibly implement new behaviors when participants need to 
respond to the stimuli that were previously inhibited. There-
fore, we expected that deinhibition might also be correlated 
with cognitive flexibility in the switching task.

Experiment 1

We used a modified stop-signal task paradigm (i.e., a hybrid 
version of the SST and go/no-go tasks) to explore the dein-
hibition process. Additionally, a digit classification task was 
adopted to further explore the relationship between deinhibi-
tion ability and cognitive control (cognitive flexibility and 
inhibition).

Method

Participants

The required sample size was calculated using G*Power 3.1 
(Faul et al., 2007). We applied regular statistical analyses 
and error probabilities (α = 0.01, power = 95%, f = 0.25). 
The sample size analyses led to a total sample size of 48 
required for a repeated measure. A total of 83 college stu-
dents (24 males, with an average age of 19.26 years) partici-
pated in this study. None of the participants were excluded 
from the data analysis. All participants had normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision, and none had color blindness or 
weakness in color vision. Each participant provided verbal 
and written consent to participate in this study. This study 
was approved by the Ethics Committee of Jiangxi Normal 
University.

Materials, task, and design

Stimuli were presented on a 17-inch monitor at a distance 
of 50 cm in front of the participants. Each participant com-
pleted two experimental tasks, including a stop-signal task 
(Fig. 1) and a digit classification task. The order of the two 
experimental tasks was balanced among the participants. 
After completing a task, the participants were allowed to 
rest for 3–5 minutes, and then the next task was performed. 
It took approximately 25 min to complete both tasks. In 
the stop-signal task, participants were required to judge 
whether to respond to the stimulus according to the color 
of the stimulus. Different button responses were made for 
different stimuli (“X,” “O”). In the digit classification task, 
participants needed to make a parity/magnitude judgment 

Table 1  The definition of the Inhibition/deinhibition in the SST and BI paradigm

SST paradigm (stop-go vs. go-go) BI paradigm (ABA vs. CBA)

Inhibition (Cause) In trial N − 1, the inhibition of the response to a stop stimu-
lus

In trial N − 1, the inhibition of the task that has just been 
executed

Deinhibition (Effect) In trial N, the RT is longer for the repeat stimulus than for 
the switch stimulus under the condition of N − 1 stopping, 
reflecting the cost of releasing the residual inhibition from 
trial N − 1.

In trial N, the RT is longer for ABA than for CBA, 
reflecting the cost of releasing the residual inhibition 
from trial N − 1.
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on the digits (0–9, except for 5) based on the color of the 
stimulus. The stimulus was presented at the center of the 
screen. Participants were instructed to press buttons (“F,” 
“J”) on the keyboard using the corresponding fingers. The 
presentation of the stimuli and response recordings (RT and 
Accuracy) were implemented using presentation software 
(E-Prime 2.0).

Stop‑signal task

A modified stop-signal task was used, with a 2 (transition 
type: repeat vs. switch) × 2 (N − 1 inhibition: inhibition 
vs. noninhibition) experimental design. When trial N − 1 
was not a stopping trial, trial N was a trial after noninhi-
bition (Fig. 1, Table 2). When trial N − 1 was a stopping 
trial, participants were instructed to inhibit the reaction in 
that trial, and trial N was defined as a trial after inhibition. 

When the stimulus in trial N − 1 was different from that in 
trial N, it was defined as a switch trial (the proportion of 
switch trials was 50%); when the stimulus of trial N − 1 
was the same as in trial N, it was a repeat trial.

On each trial, participants viewed a white fixation 
cross on a black background for 800 ms, at which point 
the fixation cross was replaced by “X” or “O.” An inter-
trial interval of 600 ms followed stimulus presentation. 
Participants were to respond by pressing “F” (if “X” 
appeared) or “J” (if “O” appeared) on the keyboard dur-
ing the stimulus presentation. They were told to respond 
as quickly as possible, unless a stop signal occurred. 
Stop signals followed approximately one-third of the 
stimuli. The stop signal occurred when the stimulus 
(X/O) changed to a red color 200 ms after the stimulus 
onset, in which participants were instructed to with-
hold their response. Half of the participants used the 

Trial N-1 Trial N

Fig. 1  Experimental conditions and the procedure of the stop-signal 
task. When a stop signal (red color) appears, participants should inhibit 
the reaction, and this trial is an N − 1 inhibition trial; when the trial N 

− 1 is not a stop signal trial, it is defined as N − 1 noninhibition. When 
the stimulus in the current trial is different from that of trial N − 1, it is a 
switch trial (the proportion of switch trials is 50%). (Color figure online)

Table 2  Sample stimuli (X or 
O) and response (go or stop) 
under different conditions in 
the SST

Trial N-1 Trial N Condition 
X  Go O  Go Switch after non-inhibition
X  Go X  Go Repeat after non-inhibition 

 X  Stop O  Go Switch after inhibition 
 X  Stop X  Go Repeat after inhibition 
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left index finger to make a response to “X” by pressing 
“F” and right index finger to make a response to “O” 
by pressing “J”; the other half used the opposite stimu-
lus–response (S–R) mapping rules. The total number of 
formal experimental trials for the stop-signal task was 
138, the number of stop trials was 50, and the remaining 
trials totaled 22 trials per condition.

The tasks were divided into practice and experimental 
sessions. In the practice session, feedback was provided for 
each trial. When the accuracy rate reached 85% or more, the 
participants were allowed to enter the experimental session.

Digit classification task

Arabic digits (1–9, excluding 5) were presented in differ-
ent colors (red/green). In each trial, a fixation point was 
first presented at the center of the screen for 800 ms, and 
then a digit was presented for 3,000 ms. Participants were 
required to perform different tasks according to the color of 
the stimulus. The trial order was arranged pseudo-randomly. 
The total number of trials for the digit classification task 
was 96, with switch trials accounting for 50%. For a given 
color, half of the participants were instructed to judge the 
magnitude of the number (compared with 5), and the other 
half were asked to judge the parity of the number. They 
were instructed to press “F” with the left index finger for 
the numbers smaller than 5, and press “J” with the right 
index finger for numbers larger than 5. If the cue was green, 
participants made a parity judgment by pressing “F” for odd 
numbers and pressing “J” for even numbers. The stimulus 
disappeared after pressing a key (or after 3,000 ms), and a 
random blank screen appeared for 500–800 ms before the 
next trial. Stimulus–response mappings were counterbal-
anced across participants. Each participant was allowed to 
practice before the formal experiment.

Data processing

RTs and accuracy were analyzed as dependent measures in 
the two experimental tasks. In the RT analysis, the trials 
with RTs higher/lower than three standard deviations of the 
average RT, the error response trials and the first following 
trials were not included. In the stop-signal task, behavior was 
evaluated by measuring RT and accuracy in go trials and the 
ratio of successful stopping for stop-signal trials. Accord-
ing to the horse-race model proposed by Logan and Cowan 
(1984), the delay in either reaction or inhibition causes the 
other party to reach the threshold first and dominate the 
behavior, and the incubation period of the inhibition reac-
tion is the basis for measuring the efficiency of the inhibition 
process. The error stop rate (p = response| signal) and the 
RT of the go trial can be calculated according to the inter-
val time (stop-signal delay, SSD) between the stimulus and 

the stop signal. We used the integration method to estimate 
stop-signal reaction time (SSRT; Verbruggen et al., 2019), 
so that the RTs in go correct trials in each session were rank 
ordered and a percentile of the distribution, corresponding 
to the percentage of failed inhibitions in that condition, was 
selected (estimated response time). SSRT was calculated by 
subtracting the corresponding mean SSD from the estimated 
RT, which was only computed if the assumptions of the race-
horse model were met (i.e., mean go RT > mean unsuccess-
ful stop RT; Verbruggen et al., 2019). We defined SSRT as 
the participant’s inhibitory control ability (Aron et al., 2003; 
Logan & Cowan, 1984).

When trial N − 1 is a stopping trial (i.e., a red X), the 
inhibitory effect may persist for a period of time and con-
tinue into trial N, which is similar to the carryover of lateral 
inhibition in task switching (Dreher & Berman, 2002; Giller 
et al., 2019; Giller & Beste, 2019). In this case, if the stimu-
lus of the current trial is the same as that in the previous trial 
(repeat) and participants need to respond to it (i.e., a black 
X), the inhibition of the stimulus (i.e., X) in the previous trial 
should be removed first, and then a correct response must 
be made to this stimulus. In contrast, if the stimulus of the 
current trial is different from that of the previous trial, there 
is no process of deinhibition. Comparing the difference in 
reaction times between these two types of trials allows us to 
calculate a participant’s deinhibition cost. The lower the cost 
of deinhibition, the stronger the deinhibition ability.

Another way to measure the deinhibition ability of par-
ticipants is to calculate the duration of the effect, that is, the 
number of trials with longer RT for repeat trials than for 
switch trials under the N − 1 inhibition condition. Assuming 
that trial N − 1 is a stop signal that requires inhibition, and 
if the deinhibition cost (i.e., longer RT for the repeat trial 
than for the switch trial under the N − 1 inhibition condition) 
is absent in trial N, then the time duration (trial length) of 
deinhibition is 0; if trial N has a deinhibition cost and trial N 
+ 1 does not, then the trial length of deinhibition is 1; if tri-
als N and N + 1 have a deinhibition cost and trial N + 2 does 
not, then the length is 2; if trials N, N + 1, and N + 2 have a 
deinhibition cost, but trial N + 3 does not, then the length is 
3. When analyzing the number of trials for persistent inhibi-
tion, there were no stop trials between the current trial and 
inhibited trial being analyzed. Participants with a length of 
0 were defined as individuals who had a fast deinhibition 
speed, whereas those with a length of 3 were individuals 
with a slow deinhibition speed.

In the digit classification task, the RTs of the error trial 
and the first following trial were excluded from the reaction 
time statistics. Moreover, trials with RTs that were higher/
lower than the average RT by three standard deviations were 
also excluded. The difference in RT or accuracy between 
repeat and switch trials is defined as the switch cost, which 
reflects cognitive flexibility.
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Results

Deinhibition cost in the stop‑signal task

For the RTs, a 2 N − 1 inhibition (inhibition vs. noninhibi-
tion) × 2 transition type (repeat vs. switch) repeated-meas-
ures ANOVA revealed a main effect of N − 1 inhibition, 
F(1, 82) = 73.08, p < .001, ηp

2 = .471, and a main effect 
of transition type, F(1, 82) = 14.14, p < .001, ηp

2 = .147. 
The interaction between transition type and N − 1 inhibition 
was significant, F(1, 82) = 26.51, p < .001, ηp

2 = .244. Fur-
ther analysis showed that there was no significant difference 
between repeat trials and switch trials under the noninhibi-
tion condition (p = .23; see Fig. 2), while under the inhibi-
tion condition, the RTs were significantly longer in repeat 
trials than in switch trials (p < .001).

For accuracy, there was no significant main effect of tran-
sition type, F(1, 82) = .186, p = .668, or main effect of N 
− 1 inhibition, F(1, 82) = .265, p = .608. The interaction 
between transition type and N − 1 inhibition was significant, 
F(1, 82) = 12.926, p = .001, ηp

2 = .141. Further analysis 
found that, under the noninhibition condition, there was a 
significant switching effect (p = .019), with lower accuracy 
for switch trials than for repeat trials. Under the inhibition 
condition, the difference in accuracy between the repeat 
and switch trials was marginally significant (p = .054), with 
lower accuracy for repeat trials than for switching trials 
(Fig. 2).

The above analysis shows that under the N − 1 inhibition 
condition, the RT of stimulus repetition was significantly 
longer, and the accuracy was marginally significantly lower 
than that of stimulus switching, indicating that when required 

to respond to a recently inhibited stimulus, participants 
exhibited a cost of overcoming residual inhibition (longer 
RT and more error). To further explore the temporal length of 
residual inhibition, paired-sample t tests were used to analyze 
the difference in RTs between repeat and switch trials in trial 
N + 1 or trial N + 2, when trials N − 1 were stop-signal tri-
als. We observed a significant effect of transition type, t(73) 
= 4.303, p < .001, for trial N + 1, with slower responses for 
repeat trials (659.23 ms) than for switching trials (633.25 
ms). Moreover, for trial N + 2, the RTs between the repeat 
(630.43 ms) and switch trials did not differ (631.35 ms), t(73) 
= .109, p = .913. We counted the number of trials in which 
a single participant had residual inhibition and found that 
after a stop signal trial, the average number of trials showing 
residual inhibition was 1.5 (±1.16).

Interestingly, we found that 21 participants did not show 
any effect of transition type in trial N when trial N − 1 was the 
inhibition condition. These participants seemed to successfully 
overcome the inhibition of trial N − 1 immediately before the 
presentation of the stimulus in trial N, indicating that these 
participants had a faster speed of deinhibition than others.

Performance on the digit classification task

The mean RT in the switching condition (1083.16 ± 17.58 
ms) was significantly longer than in the repeat condition 
(939.75 ± 14.88 ms), t(82) = −13.948, p < .001, indicating 
that the switch process has a great time cost. The switch 
cost was also found in accuracy, with significantly lower 
accuracy in the switching condition (0.89 ± 0.01) than in 
the repeat condition (0.92 ± 0.01), t(82) = 4.433, p < .001, 
Table 3.
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**p < .01, ***p < .001. (Color figure online)
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Correlations between deinhibition, inhibition, 
and flexibility

Similar to the definition of BI (Giller et al., 2019; Sinai 
et al., 2007; Zhang, Stock, Fischer, & Beste, 2016), we 
defined the cost of overcoming the residual inhibition 
caused in trial N − 1 as deinhibition ability. When N − 1 
is a stop trial, the difference in RT between the repeat 
and switch stimuli is defined as the deinhibition cost. In 
addition, we used deinhibition speed as another indicator 
of deinhibition ability. The SSRT in the stop-signal task 
is defined as response inhibition ability (Logan & Cowan, 
1984). The switch cost of RTs or accuracy in the digit clas-
sification task is defined as the flexibility in task switch-
ing (Cepeda et al., 2001; J. H Han et al., 2019; Rogers & 
Monsell, 1995; Zhuo et al., 2021a, b).

The results of the correlation analysis show that (Fig. 3) 
the deinhibition ability is moderately correlated with 
the ability to inhibit responses (r = .378, p = .001) and 
the flexibility indexed by the switch cost in accuracy (r 
= .256, p = .020). There was no significant correlation 
between deinhibition and switch cost in RTs (p = .250). 
We also calculated the correlation between the speed of 
deinhibition (i.e., the length of deinhibition time) and flex-
ibility and inhibition control. The results showed that the 

deinhibition speed was marginally significantly correlated 
with the switch cost in accuracy (r = .207, p = .060), but 
it was not significantly correlated with response inhibi-
tion (r = .139, p = .211) or switch cost in RTs (r = .126, 
p = .258).

The absence of a correlation between deinhibition speed 
and response inhibition might be due to the nondiscrete data 
of deinhibition speed. To explore whether there was a signifi-
cant difference in response inhibition or cognitive flexibility 
between the fast and slow deinhibition groups, we classified 
all the participants according to the number of trials in which 
each participant showed the deinhibition cost. Participants 
with a length of 0 were defined as individuals with a fast 
deinhibition speed (21 participants), whereas those with a 
length of 3 were defined as individuals with a slow deinhibi-
tion speed (24 participants). The results are shown in Fig. 4. In 
the stop-signal task, the successful stop rate was significantly 
higher in the fast group (0.97) than in the slower group (0.91), 
t(43) = 2.92, p = .003; the SSRT of the faster group (205.62) 
was significantly lower than that of the slower group (229.88), 
t(43) = −2.425, p = .011. In the digit classification task, the 
switch cost of accuracy in the faster group (−0.007) was also 
significantly lower than that in the slower group (0.029), t(43) 
= −2.66, p = .005 (Fig. 4). The difference in switch cost in 
RT was marginally significant between the groups, with a 
smaller switch cost for the faster group (123.26 ms) than for 
the slower group (161.79 ms), t(43) = −1.37, p = .089.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 indicate that when the partici-
pants were required to respond to the stimulus that had just 

Table 3  Results under different conditions in digit classification task

Condition RT (M ± SD) ACC (M ± SD)

Switching 1083.16 ± 17.58 0.89 ± 0.01
Repetition 939.75 ± 14.88 0.92 ± 0.01
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been successfully inhibited in the preceding trial, there was 
a greater cost to overcome the previous inhibition, which 
is consistent with the BI effect (J. Chen et al., 2022; Dre-
her & Berman, 2002; Giller et al., 2019; Mayr & Keele, 
2000; Scheil & Kleinsorge, 2019; Sdoia et al., 2020). In 
other words, if participants successfully exerted inhibition 
when the stop signal appeared, the inhibition effect lasted 
until the next trial or even longer. The average duration of 
the inhibition effect of all participants was 1.5 trials, which 
was approximately 4 seconds. This finding implies that in 
the hybrid version of the SST and go/no-go task, the effect 
of successful inhibition of a stop signal lasts approximately 
4 s. Within this time period, if participants are required to 

respond to the stimulus that has been previously inhibited, 
they will show a higher error rate and a longer reaction time, 
which is called the deinhibition cost and is the same as the 
process of removing residual inhibition in BI studies (Dreher 
& Berman, 2002; Fales et al., 2006; Giller & Beste, 2019; 
Mayr & Keele, 2000; Picazio et al., 2020).

The finding that after a trial with response inhibition, the 
RT in the current trial was longer for the repeat than for 
the switch stimulus is also in line with the findings that the 
post-stop-signal slowing is greater when the primary-task 
stimulus is repeated than when it is switched (Anguera et al., 
2013; Enticott et al., 2009; Verbruggen, Liefooghe, Szma-
lec, & Vandierendonck, 2005a; Verbruggen, Liefooghe, & 
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Vandierendonck, 2005b; Verbruggen & Logan, 2008a). The 
episodic retrieval account was used to interpret these find-
ings. In the stop signal trial, the task stimulus is associated 
with the “inhibition” tag. The “inhibition” tags formed for 
a specific stimulus will stay in the memory for a period, 
and the performance will be affected by re-reacting to the 
stimulus during this time. When a stimulus repeats, the stop 
goal associated with it in the preceding trial is retrieved, 
and the stop goal activates the stop process, thereby slow-
ing the response to the repeated stimulus (Verbruggen & 
Logan, 2008a, 2008b). The episodic retrieval account seems 
to explain the deinhibition cost in our study, but it cannot 
explain the individual differences found. According to the 
episodic retrieval hypothesis, individuals with low deinhi-
bition costs may have poor episodic memory, causing them 
to fail to remember (or retrieve) the response pattern cor-
responding to an inhibited stimulus when they see it again. 
Currently, no data are available to prove this inference.

It should be noted that we found significant switch costs 
in the digit classification task that tested participants’ cogni-
tive flexibility, replicating the findings of previous studies 
(Allport et al., 1994; Baniqued et al., 2017; Braem et al., 
2019; J. Han et al., 2018; J. H., Han et al., 2019; Jurado & 
Rosselli, 2007; Meiran et al., 2000; Monsell, 2003; Rogers & 
Monsell, 1995; Zhuo, Chen, et al., 2021a; Zhuo, Zhu, et al., 
2021b); however, there was no significant RT difference 
between switch and repeat trials in the SST. The switching 
RT tended to be larger than the repetition RT, and the accu-
racy of the response repetition was significantly higher than 
that of response switching. Taken together, these findings 
indicate that participants in the SST demonstrated the cost of 
accuracy without the cost of RT when switching responses, 
which is possibly due to the response strategy participants 
adopted to respond as quickly as they could for both switch 
and repeat trials. Moreover, the pattern of RT results is in 
line with some studies that used visual stop signals (Anguera 
et al., 2013; Enticott et al., 2009).

In addition, our results revealed an interesting pattern 
that the RT in N − 1 noninhibition trials was longer than 
that in N − 1 inhibition trials. It is necessary to optimize 
the relative precision of empirical priors and sensory evi-
dence using a perceptual hierarchical model from a brain-
learning perspective (Friston, 2009; Kass & Steffey, 1989). 
This optimization is crucial for the inference. Mehta (2001) 
indicated that learning causal relationships between stimuli 
is a critical task for the nervous system to anticipate future 
events. Expectations are generated when the brain learns to 
inhibit a specific stimulus. Although the participants in this 
study were not informed that consecutive stop trials would 
not be presented in the experiment, they may have perceived 
this pattern spontaneously and adopted a cognitive strategy 

or formed an expectation. Participants may be aware that 
if trial N − 1 is a stop trial, then the following trial must 
be a go trial. In this case, participants may not have waited 
but responded quickly as soon as they saw the stimulus in 
trial N. Conversely, if trial N − 1 was a nonstop trial, a stop 
signal may have occurred in trial N (approximately 30%). 
Accordingly, participants may have considered waiting for 
a short time (approximately 200 ms) to see if the stop signal 
appeared before responding. This strategy may have resulted 
in significantly longer RTs in the N − 1 noninhibited condi-
tion than in the N − 1 inhibited condition. Additionally, sev-
eral studies using the oddball paradigm have found that the 
frontal and occipital lobes are highly activated when unpre-
dicted and rare stimuli are present (Brazdil et al., 2007; Hooi 
et al., 2018), which overlaps with brain activation during the 
deinhibition process (Dreher & Berman, 2002; Picazio et al., 
2020; Sdoia et al., 2020).

Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 showed that when participants 
were asked to respond to stimuli that had been inhibited, 
there was indeed a deinhibition cost. Specifically, the accu-
racy decreased and the reaction time increased. Further-
more, deinhibition ability was significantly correlated with 
the typical components of cognitive control. These results 
suggest that deinhibition may be a previously overlooked 
component of cognitive control. However, in Experiment 1, 
the SOA before the stop signal appeared had a fixed dura-
tion (200 ms), which might have enabled the participants to 
prepare for the stop signal. In Experiment 2, we aimed to 
demonstrate that the deinhibition cost is still obtained when 
the stop signal is presented at variable SOA.

Method

Participants

The required sample size was calculated using G*Power 3.1 
(Faul et al., 2007). We applied regular statistical analyses 
and error probabilities (α = 0.05, power = 80%, f = 0.25). 
The sample size analyses led to a total sample size of 24 
required for repeated measurements. Thirty college students 
(10 males, with and an average age of 23.43 years) par-
ticipated in this experiment. None of the participants were 
excluded from the data analysis. All participants had normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision, and none had color0blindness 
or weakness in color vision. Each participant provided ver-
bal and written informed consent. This study was approved 
by the Ethics Committee of Jiangxi Normal University.
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Materials, task, and design

The same materials used in Experiment 1 were used in 
Experiment 2. Stimuli were presented on a 17-inch moni-
tor 50 cm in front of the participants. It took approxi-
mately 15 min to complete the stop-signal task. The 
procedure for Experiment 2 was similar to that of Experi-
ment 1, except that the SOA changed from a fixed 200 
ms to five different SOAs (i.e., 80, 160, 240, 320, or 
400 ms) and each SOA occurred with equal probability 
(Verbruggen & Logan, 2008b).

Results

For the RTs (Fig. 5), a 2 N − 1 inhibition (inhibition vs. 
noninhibition) × 2 transition type (repeat vs. switch) 
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of N 
− 1 inhibition, F(1, 29) = 47.96, p < .001, ηp

2 = .623, 
and a main effect of transition type, F(1, 29) = 5.79, p = 
.023, ηp

2 = .167. The interaction between transition type 
and N − 1 inhibition was significant, F(1, 29) = 33.95, p 
< .001, ηp

2 = .539. Further analysis showed that there was 
no significant difference between repeat trials and switch 
trials under the noninhibition condition (p = .23), whereas 
under the inhibition condition, the RTs were significantly 
longer in repeat trials than in switch trials (p < .001).

For accuracy, there was a significant main effect of tran-
sition type, F(1, 29) = 7.90, p = .009, and no significant 
main effect of N − 1 inhibition, F(1, 29) = .465, p = .501. 
The interaction between transition type and N − 1 inhibi-
tion was marginally significant, F(1, 29) = 2.31, p = .139, 
ηp

2 = .074.
To further explore the temporal length of residual inhibi-

tion, paired-sample t tests were used to analyze the differ-
ence in RTs between repeat and switch trials in trial N + 
1 or trial N + 2, when trials N − 1 were stop-signal trials. 
We observed a significant effect of transition type, t(29) = 
3.545, p < .001, for trial N + 1, with slower responses for 
repeat trials (753.02 ms) than for switching trials (721.58 
ms). Moreover, for trial N + 2, the RTs between the repeat 
(722.42 ms) and switch trials did not differ (725.58 ms), 
t(29) = .199, p = .844. We counted the number of trials in 
which a single participant had residual inhibition and found 
that after a stop signal trial, the average number of trials 
showing residual inhibition was 1.7 (±1.09).

Interestingly, we found that five participants did not show 
any effect of transition type in trial N when trial N − 1 was 
the inhibition condition. That is, these participants seemed to 
successfully overcome the inhibition of trial N − 1 immedi-
ately before the presentation of the stimulus in trial N, reflect-
ing that they had a faster deinhibition speed than the others. 

In addition, we analyzed the RT difference between repeat 
trials and switch trials after failed inhibition and found that 
even if stopping was not successful in stop signal trials, the 
deinhibition effect still existed, t(20) = 2.684, p = .014. That 
is, the repeat trials were also slower than the switch trials 
after an inhibition trial, when participants failed to stop.

Discussion

Consistent with the main results of Experiment 1, the results 
of Experiment 2 show that under the N − 1 inhibition con-
dition, the RTs were longer, and the accuracies were lower 
for stimulus repetition than for stimulus switching, indi-
cating that when a recently inhibited stimulus needs to be 
responded to again, participants showed a marked cost to 
overcome the effect of the residual inhibition in the current 
trial. It was also found that the rate of successful stopping 
decreased from 94% in Experiment 1 to 90% in Experiment 
2, implying that the task difficulty increased when the SOAs 
were not fixed. However, the main results, such as the dein-
hibition cost and speed, were almost the same between the 
two experiments.

In brief, by using five varied SOAs (80, 160, ms, 320, 
and 400 ms) designed by Verbruggen and Logan (2008b), 
Experiment 2 successfully replicated the main results of 
Experiment 1, indicating that although the use of a fixed 
SOA in Experiment 1 may lead to the participants being 
prepared for inhibition, response inhibition still exists. The 
hybrid pattern of inhibition of no-go-like stimuli and the 
initiated response induced by the stop signal were required 
when participants detected a stop or no-go signal (Huster 
et al., 2010, 2011). The residual effect of inhibition lasts for 
a certain period, leading to a cost to overcome this inhibition 
when the previously inhibited stimuli should be responded to 
again (Dreher & Berman, 2002; Giller et al., 2019; Mayr & 
Keele, 2000; Scheil & Kleinsorge, 2019; Sdoia et al., 2020).

General discussion

This study used a stop-signal task to explore the process 
of overcoming inhibition, which is termed deinhibition. We 
compared the relationship between deinhibition and the 
“inhibition” and “shifting” components of cognitive control. 
The following findings were obtained. First, deinhibition is 
reflected in the cost of accuracy and reaction time when 
participants respond again to the stimulus that has just been 
successfully inhibited, which is consistent with the results 
of studies on the BI effect in task switching (Dreher & Ber-
man, 2002; Giller et al., 2019). Second, deinhibition ability 
is moderately correlated with inhibitory control and cogni-
tive flexibility.
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Response inhibition and the cost of overcoming its 
carryover

This study found that when the preceding trial was not a stop 
signal (noninhibition), there was no significant RT differ-
ence between stimulus switching and repetition in the cur-
rent trial, but the response accuracy was obviously lower for 
stimulus switching trials than for stimulus repetition trials, 
reflecting the typical cost of attention shifting and response 
changes to different stimuli (Berti, 2008; Ding et al., 2022; 
Janczyk et al., 2008; Janczyk & Grabowski, 2011). How-
ever, when the preceding trial was a stop signal, the RT was 
longer and the accuracy was lower for the stimulus repetition 
than for the stimulus switching. This suggests that when 
participants in the current trial encounter and execute a 
response to a stimulus that has recently been inhibited, they 
must overcome the interference produced by the previous 
inhibition. That is, if participants successfully exerted inhi-
bition when the stop signal appeared, the inhibition effect 
lasted until the next trial, or even longer. We found that the 
average duration of the inhibition effect of all participants 
was 1.5-1.7 trials, which was approximately 4 seconds. This 
finding implies that in the stop-signal task, the effect of suc-
cessful inhibition of a stop signal lasts approximately 4 s. 
Within this time duration, if participants were required to 
respond to a stimulus that had been previously inhibited, 
they would show a higher error rate and a longer reaction 
time, which is called the deinhibition cost.

The average time of the deinhibition cost in the stop-sig-
nal task was 30 ms. This is close to the deinhibition costs 
reported in BI studies on task switching (Giller et al., 2019; 
Giller & Beste, 2019). However, it is smaller than the cost in 
Schuch and Koch (2003, Experiment 1A), who found that the 
time cost is approximately 100 ms in overcoming the effect 
of inhibition of the preceding task and response, when the 
preceding trial is a no-go trial. This suggests that, compared 
with only inhibiting the task (in BI studies) or only inhibiting 
the response (in the present study), the inhibition of the task 
and the response (Schuch & Koch, 2003) requires stronger 
inhibitory control, and the cost of deinhibition is greater.

Deinhibition costs in the BI paradigm have been explained 
by the inertia theory and episodic retrieval account. Inertia 
theory in task switching assumes that old tasks need to be 
inhibited when switching to new tasks. The tasks that have 
just been executed need even stronger inhibition, and this inhi-
bition will continue until a period after the completion of the 
new task. In this period, if participants performed the previ-
ously inhibited task again, they need to overcome the residual 
inhibition, resulting in the deinhibition costs (Allport et al., 
1994; Koch et al., 2010; Mayr & Keele, 2000; see J. Chen 
et al., 2022, for review). The episodic retrieval account has 
been adopted to explain several findings in the task switch-
ing literature, such as the typical task switch cost (Altmann 

& Gray, 2008; Schmidt & Liefooghe, 2016), the reduction 
of the task switch cost with increasing response-cue interval 
(Grange, 2016; Horoufchin et al., 2011), and the BI effect 
(Grange, 2018; Grange et al., 2017). For example, Grange 
et al. (2017) used a modified version of the movement direc-
tion switching task to explore the interaction effect of task 
repetition and response repetition (i.e., button press) on BI 
effect (Mayr, 2002). They found that the N − 2 task repetition 
costs were reduced in the N − 2 response repetition condition, 
implying that episodic retrieval of task-related responses can 
modulate N − 2 task repetition costs. Grange et al. (2017) 
claimed that although the BI paradigm is mainly used to meas-
ure inhibition in task switching, episodic retrieval also has an 
important role in BI. In the SST paradigm used in the present 
study, mismatch costs occurred when the task parameters in 
the current trial were different from the retrieved episodic 
memory (Grange et al., 2017; Mayr, 2002). However, as dis-
cussed in Experiment 1, the current study did not manipulate 
these parameters and did not provide data to support the epi-
sodic retrieval account. Future studies are needed to explore 
the role of episodic memory retrieval in the deinhibition cost 
using the SST-like paradigms.

Most importantly, we found that about a quarter of the 
participants had no significant difference in RT between the 
stimulus switching and repetition trials under the N−1 inhi-
bition condition; that is, these participants seemly did not 
show the cost of deinhibition. The most likely reason is that 
these participants were able to quickly remove the effect of 
inhibition. After they successfully completed one inhibition, 
before the stimulus appeared in the next trial, or before they 
responded, they had overcome the residual effect of inhibi-
tion. Is the higher ability to quickly remove inhibition due 
to these participants’ stronger inhibition and cognitive flex-
ibility? The relationship between deinhibition and the other 
two components of cognitive control is discussed in detail 
in the following sections.

Relation between deinhibition and response 
inhibition

Deinhibition seems to be closely related to inhibitory control 
from the perspective of concepts and cognitive function. Our 
results showed that the cost of deinhibition was positively 
correlated with the SSRT. Individuals with a lower cost of 
deinhibition had a shorter SSRT. Compared to those with 
slower deinhibition speed, individuals with faster deinhibi-
tion speed have a higher probability of successfully stopping 
and responding faster to stop signals. The moderate correla-
tion between deinhibition and response inhibition may be due 
to the fact that both inhibition and deinhibition are associated 
with conflict monitoring and resolution. On the one hand, 
inhibitory control is mostly used to reflect the process of con-
flict or interference regulation in cognitive control. When 
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irrelevant information conflicts with the current task, it needs 
to be inhibited. Therefore, inhibitory control embodies the 
process of conflict resolution (Schmidt et al., 2020; Yu et al., 
2012). On the other hand, deinhibition can be regarded as a 
conflict between inhibiting the response to a specific stimu-
lus and executing the response to stimuli (Sexton & Cooper, 
2017). According to conflict monitoring theory in cognitive 
control, recognizing when a conflict occurs can provide a 
key signal indicating when control needs to be strengthened 
(Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter et al., 1998).

Another reason why deinhibition is moderately related 
to inhibition control may be that these two processes are 
closely linked in time dimension. In other words, deinhibi-
tion always occurs after inhibition. When participants suc-
cessfully inhibit a response on the occurrence of a stop sig-
nal with a shorter SSRT, they will have more time to prepare 
for the following tasks (including deinhibition), which leads 
to a reduction in the cost of deinhibition. This is consistent 
with the conclusion that the BI effect is modulated by CSI 
(Astle et al., 2012; Grange & Houghton, 2011; Koch et al., 
2010; Mayr & Keele, 2000). When CSI increases, the BI 
effect decreases; that is, if the individual has a longer time to 
prepare for the next task, the cost of deinhibition is smaller, 
although this cost cannot be completely eliminated (Astle 
et al., 2012; Grange & Houghton, 2011).

However, in the present study, when trial N − 1 was a 
stop signal, inhibition occurred in the trial and deinhibition 
occurred in trial N. Therefore, deinhibition and inhibition 
occurred at different points in time dimension, and their 
corresponding cognitive functions were also different. The 
cognitive function of inhibition is to inhibit irrelevant factors 
and eliminate interference in the current task. In the stop-
signal task, inhibition functions to suppress a certain action 
that is about to be performed and to avoid inappropriate 
behavior. In contrast, the cognitive function of deinhibition 
is to remove or overcome existing inhibition so as to give 
an immediate response to a certain stimulus or event and 
avoid missing or delaying a response. Therefore, in terms 
of time point and main cognitive function, deinhibition and 
inhibition are not the same processes. This conclusion is 
consistent with the views of some studies on the BI effect, 
which suggest that deinhibition is essentially different from 
backward inhibition or inhibition in task switching (Dreher 
& Berman, 2002; Sdoia et al., 2020).

Relation between deinhibition and flexibility

We found that the deinhibition cost was moderately corre-
lated with the switch accuracy costs. The worse the deinhibi-
tion performance of an individual, the lower the accuracy of 
their task switching (Wolff et al., 2018). This suggests that 

deinhibition and cognitive flexibility may share certain cog-
nitive processes. Brain imaging studies have shown a partial 
overlap between brain regions involved in BI and cognitive 
flexibility (Dreher & Berman, 2002; Miller & Cohen, 2001; 
Sohn et al., 2000).

In addition, when switching between dual tasks, partici-
pants easily fall into an established behavior pattern; there-
fore, it is difficult to switch flexibly when proceeding to the 
next task. Similarly, after inhibiting a specific stimulus/task, 
the participant can easily fall into the established behav-
ior pattern (inhibiting the response to a specific stimulus); 
therefore, when responding to the next task that is previously 
inhibited), it is difficult for the participant to flexibly release 
the inhibition, which makes it difficult to respond well and 
quickly. Therefore, from this perspective, the transient pro-
cess of shifting from response inhibition to deinhibition 
is correlated with cognitive flexibility (Giller et al., 2019; 
Giller & Beste, 2019; Wolff et al., 2018).

However, we believe that an individual’s deinhibition 
ability and cognitive flexibility are relatively independent 
components. First, we found that the deinhibition ability 
shown by individuals in stop-signal tasks was not corre-
lated with the RT cost in task switching, and the speed of 
deinhibition was also not correlated with task-switching per-
formance. Second, cognitive flexibility mainly manifests as 
the ability to flexibly switch between multiple tasks, that 
is, the ability to switch from Task A to Task B. However, 
deinhibition manifests as the ability to quickly and com-
pletely remove or overcome the residual inhibition of a given 
stimulus or event that needs to be responded to in the same 
task. Third, several brain imaging and ERP studies on the 
BI effect have also shown that the brain regions and ERP 
components activated by the BI effect differ from those 
activated by cognitive flexibility (Dreher & Berman, 2002; 
Giller et al., 2020; Sdoia et al., 2020; Sinai et al., 2007).

Conclusion

This study used a stop-signal task to explore the deinhibi-
tion ability and found that when participants were required 
to respond to a stimulus that had been recently inhibited, the 
response was slower and the error rate was higher, reflecting 
the deinhibition cost. Deinhibition ability is moderately cor-
related with the “inhibition” and “shifting” components of 
cognitive control. These findings suggest that deinhibition 
ability is an important component of cognitive control that 
plays a critical role in human adaptive behavior.
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